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Abstract
We extract a paradigm for derandomizing tests for polynomial identities from the recent AKS primality testing algorithm. We then discuss its possible application to other
tests.

1 Introduction
Polynomial identity testing has been in news recently
due to two major results proved last year: Kabanets and Impagliazzo [3] proved that any derandomization of a randomized algorithm for the problem results in a lower bound on
arithmetic circuits, while Agrawal, Kayal, and Saxena [2]
gave a complete derandomization of the test for a specific
identity resulting in a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm for primality testing. Viewed optimistically, these results suggest that lower bounds on arithmetic circuits might
be easier to obtain than we believe. In this paper, we try
to identify a possible way of doing this. We first cast the
primality testing algorithm of [2] as constructing a pseudorandom generator against the randomized test for an identity. From that we extract a paradigm for derandomization
of a randomized test for polynomial identities. We then discuss an application of this paradigm to testing existence of
perfect matchings in a bipartite graph. We also list some interesting consequences of our view of the primality testing
algorithm, including a computationally efficient characterization of prime numbers, and an extremely short and simple
(though not so efficient) algorithm for primality testing.

2 Definitions



We use
to denote the ring of numbers modulo  , 
to denote the field of numbers modulo  . For a ring  ,
 is the ring of polynomials with coefficients in  . For
, polynomial equation  mod  
means that "! # leaves zero remainder when coefficients are reduced modulo  and powers of
are reduced modulo  .

For any two numbers  and $ such that $% &(' (i.e.,
the numbers are relatively prime), )%*+  equals the order of
 modulo $ . This number always divides ,-$. , the Euler’s
totient function.

3 A Characterization of Prime Numbers
The primality testing algorithm of [2] is based on the
following partial characterization of prime numbers:
Lemma 3.1 [2]
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then either every prime divisor of  is less then $ , or 
is a prime power.
To turn it into a complete characterization, we need to
remove the possibilities that  has small divisors and that 
is a non-trivial power of a prime. The first one of these can
be eliminated by testing if
Prime 1T'UVR9S mod
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This follows from the following lemma:
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Since  [A$ , the coefficient of
is
 o %p in the above equation. It is easy to see that o  p rq H`
s 9S mod   .
To eliminate the possibility of  being a non-trivial prime
power, we now simply need to test for a few more 0 ’s:
Lemma 3.3 If Prime 1;0tuv9I mod w!A'Q  for every
0 , 'SGx01GRBDC+EQy , and every prime divisor of  is greater
than @4BDC+EQy , then  is square free.
Proof. We have Prime 120t4:9 mod r!'+;
0 , 'GH0GABDC+E+y  . This gives:
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Finally, we observe that if
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product of a collection of up to 
F  ;t 2 
is less than BPCQE y " ? F . Therefore, all such products will
be distinct modulo  F . Let ¡ h , ¡ , <T<W< , ¡¢ be the numbers
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formed by such products. We have:
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Putting together the above lemmas, we get the following
characterization of primes.
Corollary 3.4  is prime if and only if for any $£>A@4BDC+E y 
*  
such that ) *  ]>K@4BDC+E+F : Prime \T'X4r9 mod
and for every 0 , 'wG¯0°G±@²BPCQE.y  : Prime 120t
9S mod * !A'+  .
Proof.

It was shown in [2] that there always exists an
such that )%*+ H>°@²BPCQE F  . Their proof
also yields that there exists such an $ with @²BPCQE y µ[
$KG¶'W¬BDC+E+´ . Lemma 3.1 shows that if Prime 1;0te
9{ mod * !v'+;  for such an $ and for every 'G_0KG
JOL ,-$.OBDC+E4·[Z@4BDC+E y  , then  is either a prime power
or has divisors less than $ . Lemma 3.2 rules out divisors
less than $ and Lemma 3.3 rules out  being a prime power.
Hence  must be prime when all the conditions are satisfied.
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different residue class modulo  .
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4 Converting to a Single Identity
Although Corollary 3.4 provides a characterization of
prime numbers, it is a bit unwieldy due to presence of
multiple identities. Notice that all the identities are very
similar—the only difference being the value of 0 used. We
can easily transform them into a single identity.

Lemma 4.1 Fix any $Y>A9 and any >K9 . Then,
Prime 1T'UVR9S mod

w!60t * !A'+; 

if and only if
Prime \;0t4`9S mod

* !A'+; 

for

for 9
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Proof. The proof is by induction on  . When
equation (1) is:

* H
! 'Q = <
This is identical to equation (2) for 0Sx' .
Now suppose the equivalence holds for f!'

Corollary 4.3 
9S mod =
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Proof. Follows from the fact above and the (trivial) observation that ÆV is divisible by " implies it is divisible
by all factors of  .
Corollary 4.3 gives rise to a two line algorithm for testing
primality:

Input: integer
1. Compute

GA0IG{]!H'+<

Then, for 0SK]!A' , we have:
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Substituting c56]!A' for , we get:


c56W c5?!A'X 5`'f mod * !A'+ <
Using the equivalence  for u!}' , we can replace the RHS of
5}]!H' . Thus, we get equation (2)
the last equation by
for 0 : .
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To prove the forward direction, assume that
Prime 1T'U4:9 mod
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Output PRIME iff
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Of course, the time complexity of this algorithm is very
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5 A Paradigm for Derandomization

To prove the other direction, assume that
Prime 1;0t4:9 mod
Then, for 0SK :
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Now substituting Z!²5R' for
0 A]!A' .

, we get equation (1) for

Corollary 4.2  is prime if and only if for any $¹>
@4BPCQE.y such that )%*Q º>»@4BPCQE+F : Prime 1W'X
9e mod   for every ¼H½W * X¾!}0t * !:'¿
'&GK0GH@4BDC+E y VÀ .
Proof.
lemma.

Follows directly from Corollary 3.4 and above

We can simplify it further by using the fact (proved
in [2]) that there always exists an $ , $vGÁ'W¬BDC+E+´ such
that ) *  ?>A@4BDC+E F  .

Corollary 4.2 fits exactly in the framework of the randomized algorithm for identity testing given in [1]. Their
algorithm for testing a polynomial identity is as follows:
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Let
 h  F W<T<T<W  be a polynomial over field   of degree ÊQË in
Ë
specified
by an arithmetic circuit.
Let
Ì


ÑÒ ^ Ò k ÍNÎ+\Í « W<T<W<\ÍVÏVÐ «  where
GÖ¡ , ÑSand
Ñ × ÔÓ Ë h ÊÕË75'U for '_G
É
,
' . For any $ such that ) * "IbcBPCQE
and for a randomly chosen polynomial
ÑSÉ
, output ZERO iff
¤£Ì  of degree BDC+E
4:9 mod ¤£; * !A'+" .
It is shown there that the above algorithm succeeds with
h when the input polynomial
probability at least 'a!
Í Ï

2


is not identically zero. Corollary
4.2 has exactly the same
form except for some minor differences (like identity be4
ing tested over ring
instead of field  ). The reason
why it yields a deterministic algorithm is that the sample
space for random polynomial ¤Y has been reduced to a

polynomial sized subset: ¤£ takes the value Ø!H0 for
a small number is 0 ’s. (Again, there is a minor difference
* .) So
in that Corollary 4.2 also requires to test modulo
the primality test of [2] can be viewed as derandomizing the
randomized primality testing of [1] in a precise way.
This also suggests the following paradigm for derandomizing identity tests.

In an ongoing work (with S. Biswas, V. Pandey, and R.
Verma) we are able to show the following. Let ò be the
Ã of graph Ù expressed as permutations
set of all matchings
of P'+" . Let sgn   be the sign function of permutations of
Ò
'Q" . Define polynomials ó ôu  as:
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Let
 h  F T<W<T<  be a polynomial over ring 
of degree Ê Ë in
Ë
specified
by an arithmetic
Let
Ì
 circuit.
S
ÑÒ ^ Ò k \Í Î ;\Í « T<W<T<W\Í ÏVÐ «  Ñ × where
vÓ Ë h ÊÕËW5'U for '&G GH¡ , and ' .
Construct a small sample space for  —a
polynomial of degree bounded Ì by a polynomial
Ñ É
in BPCQE
and ¡ . Show that  is zero iff it is
zero modulo  for every  in the sample
space.

We can prove that:
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!'U for every $ ,
Lemma 5.1 If âtãTäX Ò ß|ð9 mod
'aGH$ GH ® , then ó ô² 4`9 for every , 9 G Go p .
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It is easy Ìto observe (see, e.g., [1]) that  h T<W<T<

is zero iff  is zero. And since there are only a
few low degree polynomials in the sample space, identity
É
 h T<W<T<  can be efficiently deterministically tested.
Can this paradigm be used to derandomize tests for some
other identities? We examine one such identity: for testing
bipartite matching. Let Ù·_#Ú72Û²;Ü£ be a bipartite graph
m
Ã ¿ Û~¿Ý . Define }Þ  matrix
with ¿ Ú¿Ý
ß¯ ¡Ë j as:
¡eË j RàË j Ë j with àË j ' if edge á ?¼Ü , 9 otherwise.
It was shown by Lovasz [5] that Ù has a perfect matching
iff âtãäUß| 
s 9 . Using this characterization, a simple randomized NC algorithm for matching can be derived since
âtãäUß| is an  F -variate multi-linear polynomial.
Let us try to apply our paradigm to this algorithm. First,
we convert this to a univariate identity by making the substi-

tutionÌ Ë jæå
F;ç ªèDé.ê . This preserves the characterization.
Let ß be the resulting matrix. Now, instead of choosing a
random small degree polynomial  , we choose 
* !:'I¿"'Gv$~Gv ® À . Nofrom the set of polynomials ½W
Ì
tice that with this choice of  , ßë mod  can be
*
evaluated in NC: if Iº m !x' , then first compute
j
 Ë j (J ª ËDì  mod $. for '~Gá G (this can be done
h
by an NC circuit), then construct matrix ßî
í _ ¡í Ë j with
¡eí Ë j `\ï èê , and evaluate âtãTäX ß|í  (this can now be done in
È
NC since the determinant is a univariate degree [K polynomial), and finally reduce the resulting polynomial modulo
* !x' . Therefore, the entire computation, modulo each
 in the sample space can be done in NC.
Now we conjecture the following:
Conjecture. Graph Ù has a perfect matching iff
for
* !'¿S'xGð$Gñ ® À , âtãä% ßxÌ  
some A¼Ø½W
s
9  mod ; .

F

So if it can be shown that, Ù has a perfect matching imÒ
plies ó ôu  
s 9 for some G¶o F p , then we are done.
Our experiments (though not very extensive)
suggest that
this is indeed the case. We can also prove  this for several special classes of graphs. For example, if Ù is a comÒ
plete bipartite
graph, then ó ôu f_9 for [o p and

F
ó   ôu  ð
s 9 . For non-complete graphs, the smallest

ç

Ò

value of for which ó ôu  
s 9 is observed to be less
than o p .
TheF paradigm can similarly be applied to other special
identities, e.g., identity for testing equivalence of read-once
branching programs.

6 Future Work
Improving the time complexity of the primality testing
algorithm remains a major problem. Recently, Lenstra and
Pomerance [4] have brought down the time complexity to
Çû8BPCQE ®   . A conjecture given at the end of [2] improves this to Çû8BPCQE ¥   . However, as recently observed
by Lenstra and Pomerance, this conjecture is unlikely to be
true.
For the paradigm for derandomization that we have identified, much work needs to be done to clarify its utility.
Our way of derandomization is different from the one given
in [3] where derandomization is done making use of a
hard function for arithmetic circuits—this follows the usual
methodology of deriving pseudo-random generators from
hard functions initiated by Nisan and Wigderson [6]. One
interesting question here is to see if our paradigm can also
be put in this way. Specifically, can one show that the small
sample space for  can be derived using a hard function? And conversely, if a small sample space for  derandomizes all the identities, then can one construct a hard
function from such a sample space?
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